
W
ith many of today’s marketing
approaches characterized by
swashbuckling efforts to

inundate consumers with poignant
attention getting campaigns, it’s
appropriate to recognize that most
customers are rendered virtually numb by
decades of these “shock and awe media
tactics.”  
No matter how many times the perky

and ubiquitous young lady in the
Progressive Insurance commercial pops
up on the TV screen screaming “discount,”
many are jaded and cynical about
“overstated promises” some of which
present a veritable assault on the senses. 
The art of “Ambassadorial Marketing,

(admittedly a newly minted concept
articulated by the author), is  a more
subtle and genteel way to disseminate and
instill your company’s message and brand
without producing a knee jerk defensive
reaction from customers and consumers.
It’s couched in the title to under the
auspices of Eastern Philosophy or “Zen,”
as mastering it requires a gravitation pull
style that contemplatively yet undeniably
attracts and redirects customers to your
vision and articulation of the future. 
To be clear, Ambassadorial Marketing

does not in any way refer to diplomatic
statesmanship or anything associated with
governmental politics. A requisite for

successful Ambassadorial Marketing is
grounded in the principle of “presumptive
leadership.”  For the purposes of this
article, this is defined as clearly
articulating and stealthily proclaiming a
properly identified and targeted domain
area as your own.  
Ambassadorship, in its finest form,

involves creatively and cleverly positioning
your company as the virtual spokesperson
for a domain area or a targeted segment
of a larger business tapestry.  In effect, it is
claiming an industry segment or emerging
category of technology as your “sovereign
domain or property” at least
metaphorically speaking.  The most potent
corporate belief system that supports this
approach is having the internalized clarity
and passion to thoroughly believe that
ownership of an emerging segment or
category is your company’s “manifest
destiny.”  
When executed exquisitely, it is a

strategy that results in your competitors
abiding by the rules of engagement of
your own company’s self established
playing field.  A clear example of this
principle is the Fortune 100 medical
technology company Becton Dickinson
(BD).   
Becton Dickinson’s effort during the

past 10 to15 years to position itself as
dedicated to “helping all people live

healthy lives,” is a clarion global call and
desire to serve in an ambassadorial role.
As Collins might describe it in Built to
Last, it’s a BHAG: a Big Hairy Audacious
Goal.  It is a goal, however, that is
internalized, firmly believed and
evangelized throughout the BD
organization.  
BD’s worldwide, ambassadorial role

was supported with efforts to provide
global vaccination programs, dispense care
to poor and indigent populations and to
provide health care education and
awareness building—often gratis.  BD’s
product lines which had been re-
engineered over the years to focused on
safety (for both practitioners and
patients), was cleverly positioned under
this now broader, near diplomatic
ambassadorial umbrella.  
Indeed healthcare worker and patient

safety are now part of a vastly expanded
“White Hat Initiative,” that unequivocally
provides BD with a near heroic posture
in the global healthcare arena. It’s awfully
difficult for others to compete with
Mother Theresa-like branding without
getting tainted in the process.   
This approach was not accidental. In

the 1990’s BD went through an extensive
period of analysis, navigating the direction
of global healthcare and medical safety
trends.  BD saw where the issues of safety
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and infection control and global
healthcare were heading, and they
extrapolated accordingly. They chose a
fortuitous time to place their “flag in the
ground” and claimed the high ground
terrain.  The result has been a juggernaut-
like global advantage, resulting in majority
market share positions in almost all
product line areas.   

A central principle of “Ambassadorial
Marketing” is having a crystal clear vision
of where your field or industry is trending.
It’s the author’s contention that whoever
has the clearest vision of how the
confluence of events, technology
migration and demographic patterns will
conspire to favor a particular product
solution will be the clear and inevitable

winner.  Establishing your offering as
undeniably at the cross road of where
things will eventually arrive is the central
principle of ambassadorial success.  

To read part two of Michael Klein’s article

on Ambassadorial Marketing, visit his blog at

www.mikeklein2010.wordpress.com
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